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Abstract. The era of globalization has impacted religious organizations whose members are village youths working in the industry in the 

Jepara region. This study aims to determine the impact of industrialization and the factors that influence the interest of Geneng village in 

joining religious organizations. This study uses a descriptive approach. The research subjects were the chairperson, treasurer, secretary, 

members, trainers, and youth as informants. Data collection techniques using observation, interviews, & documentation. The data validi-

ty technique uses source triangulation. Data analysis techniques collect, reduce, present, and draw conclusions. The results showed that 

Geneng village youth's interest in religious organizations was still low due to a lack of publications, employment, youth environment, 

and education. Meanwhile, regarding social impacts, the intensity of activity and members' interest decreased. At the same time, the 

economic aspect of members who are already working in the industry provides material assistance during the activity. This study con-

cludes that the interest of Geneng village youth is still low due to a lack of publications, employment, environmental, youth associations, 

and educational factors. Meanwhile, industrialization impacts religious organizations in social and economic aspects. The researchers 

suggest that publications are maximized again, and members can manage their time well. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The evolving era made all walks of life dynamic. 

This is also influenced by globalization which makes 

it easier for the world to access the information need-

ed and always keep up to date with developments. 

This affects the human lifeline which not only occurs 

in Indonesia, but also spreads throughout the world. 

The emergence of globalization, one of which is char-

acterized by the presence of industrialization (Ritzer, 

2007). The industrial revolution is a fundamental 

change in the way of life and work processes of hu-

man beings, where advances in information technolo-

gy can integrate the world of digital life that can have 

an impact on all disciplines (Hamdan, 2018). 

If we look further, the presence of industrialization 

has brought various impacts. For example, the eco-

nomic impact of community members around the 

industry who change professions from being farmers 

or laborers but with industrialization to employees in 

the industry (Kubursi, 2015). In general, industrial 

activities are able to ensure the continuity of the re-

gional economic development process, so that it be-

comes one of the imperatives in economic develop-

ment and development (Rahayuningsih, 2017). 

In addition, many communities around the industry 

also open lodging or boarding services for workers 

from outside Jepara in particular. Industrialization and 

urbanization usually indicate a linear relationship, a 

scenario seen as an indication of modern economic 

interdependence (Raheem & Ogebe, 2017).  Then the 

community also began to open food stalls or stalls to 

meet the needs of factory employees.   Infrastructure 

adequacy helps determine the success of one country 

and the failure of another in diversifying production, 

expanding trade, overcoming population growth, re-

ducing poverty, or improving environmental condi-

tions (Bond, 2016). 

Like the two sides of a coin, of course, if there is a 

positive impact, of course, there will be a negative 

impact. The negative impact of the presence of indus-

try is changes in society, such as the culture of mutual 

aid that has begun to decline. In addition, in the envi-

ronmental field, the impact of this industrialization 

has also begun to be felt, both air pollution, noise 

pollution and water pollution. Afifah &Harianto 

(2014) that there is a deep-rooted and hereditary social 

capital that is maintained by the temandang village 

community, namely mutual cooperation, and a culture 

of mutual assistance when there is a community that is 

intending. However, after the presence of PT Semen 

Indonesia was present in Temandang village, working 

together and helping each other when the needs of 

other communities began to decline. This is because 

many people in Temandang Village choose to work at 

PT. Even though Semen Indonesia only participates in 

factory construction projects. Industrialization in-
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creases employment opportunities, while it is the main 

cause of environmental degradation also in developing 

countries. Fuels and gases used in the industrial sector 

cause air, water and soil pollution. (Munir &Ameer, 

2020). 

Another statement also states that people feel facil-

itated by advanced technology, making them feel no 

longer need others in their activities. Sometimes they 

forget that they are social beings (Affan & Maksum, 

2016).  This of course should not happen because after 

all, we humans should not forget our identity that we 

must be social beings who need each other. 

In addition, unemployment also needs to be under-

lined because although there are already many emerg-

ing industries, if people do not meet the qualifications 

needed by the company then all of it will. One of the 

causes of unemployment in Indonesia is the low level 

of special skills and soft skills possessed (Manurung, 

2021). 

The presence of industry around Geneng village is 

a special attraction for the youth of Geneng village 

because with this industry, geneng village youth have 

the opportunity to work in industry. This can certainly 

meet the needs of the youth of Geneng village in par-

ticular, which in the current era is increasingly com-

plex with the needs needed to support life. Therefore, 

the current intense competition also indirectly affects 

the tight competition in obtaining jobs, so that only 

humans with greater potential will get a job (Wijaya et 

al., 2020). 

In addition, instead of waiting for opportunities or 

uncertain jobs, the youth of Geneng village use this 

time to work in the industry to remain productive and 

able to support the needs of the youth. The results of 

the situation analysis show that the cause of poverty is 

the large number of unemployed working age due to 

not having adequate education and skills to bring them 

to jobs that have high selling power (Malik 

&Mulyono, 2017). 

This research is important because in the current 

era of globalization, one of which is characterized by 

the existence of industrialization, we must be able to 

filter out its positive and negative impacts so that we 

are able to become ready individuals in this dynamic 

world. In addition, community organizations such as 

IPNU IPPNU Ikatan Pelajar Nahdlatul Ulama (IPNU) 

and Ikatan Pelajar Putri Nahdlatul Ulama (IPPNU) 

IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng must also be able to 

prepare strategies and innovations so as not to be 

eroded by industrialization. Of course, with this re-

search, hopefully it will be able to become a reference 

in the study of the impact of industrialization on reli-

gious organizations so that they can anticipate things 

that will happen in a planned manner and in accord-

ance with the times. IPNU IPPNU Geneng Branch as 

a form of non-formal education has objectives, one of 

which is to produce a generation of knowledge for the 

youth of Geneng village in particular. The world of 

education as one of the printers of the generation of 

knowledge must be able to adapt existing develop-

ments to the learning provided. With this adjustment, 

Indonesia will continue to adapt to existing develop-

ments because it is supported by professionals (Mum-

taha / Khoiri, 2019).  "Therefore, the main objective 

of the organization is to improve performance and 

maintain a level of constancy and excellence to pre-

serve development, survival and profit and meet the 

needs of the people. So, the factors affecting perfor-

mance are very important" (Dong & Salwana, 2021). 

The purpose of this study is to describe the interest 

of Geneng village youth towards IPNU IPPNU Rant-

ing Geneng, describe the impact of industrialization 

on IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng, and describe the 

factors that cause the low interest of Geneng village 

youth towards IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng. 

METHODS 

Researchers in this study used a qualitative ap-

proach (Creswell, 2016). Researchers use a qualitative 

approach because they are able to describe, describe, 

and describe the impact of the presence of industriali-

zation on IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng (John W. 

Creswell, 2009;  Aspers & Corte, 2019) . The subjects 

in this study were the chairman, secretary, treasurer, 

ipnu IPPNU member Ranting Geneng, as well as 

IPNU IPPNU supervisor Ranting Geneng and the sons 

and daughters of geneng village youth as informants 

in this study. 

The following is a list of subjects and informants 

in the study: 

 

Table 1. Research Subjects 

Name Age Department 

Gn 19 Chairman of IPNU Ranting Geneng 

Dp 20 IPNU Secretary Ranting Geneng 

Md 17 Treasurer of IPNU Ranting Geneng 

Ms 27 IPNU Builder Ranting Geneng 

Ad 29 Geneng Village Community 

 

Data collection techniques in this study used ob-

servation, interviews, and documentation (Lindgren et 

al., 2020). Observations were made to observe the 

interests and factors that influence the interest of 

geneng village youth towards IPNU IPPNU Ranting 

Geneng and observe the impact of the presence of 

industrialization on IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng. 

There are two kinds of impacts revealed in this study, 
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namely social impacts and economic impacts. Mean-

while, the interview activity was used to obtain data 

from the chairman, secretary, treasurer, members, 

IPNU IPPNU Supervisor Ranting Geneng, as well as 

male and female Geneng village youth. Documenta-

tion activities are used to document data from activi-

ties organized by IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng, both 

in the form of routine activities and major activities or 

events. The wetness of this study was obtained by 

researchers using source triangulation and triangula-

tion methods. 

Researchers use source triangulation to check va-

lidity and reliability through checking data that has 

been obtained by researchers from various sources 

(Natow, 2020). The triangulation of sources examines 

the data that researchers have obtained from the 

chairman, secretary, treasurer, members, Ipnu IPPNU 

Pembina Ranting Geneng and the youth of Geneng 

village sons and daughters. Meanwhile, observation, 

interviews and documentation are used as a triangula-

tion of research data collection methods. Researchers 

used the triangulation method in this study to examine 

data from various sources in various ways and at vari-

ous times. This researcher is in line with the opinion 

of Ulfatin (2015) who explained that triangulation of 

methods / techniques means comparing and examin-

ing both information and data obtained from different 

data collection methods. For example, researchers 

conduct research using interview, observation, and 

documentation techniques on the research being con-

ducted. If the results of this technique have the 

same/correct answer, then the data can be declared 

valid. Data analysis in this study used data analysis of 

miles and Huberman model (Cloutier & Ravasi, 2021) 

which was carried out through data collection, data 

reduction, data presentation, and verification or draw-

ing conclusions. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Based on the results of research conducted by re-

searchers through observational data, interviews and 

documentation of the subjects studied, the discussion 

of the impact of industrialization on IPNU IPPNU 

Ranting Geneng is as follows: 

 

Geneng Village Youth's Interest in Religious Or-

ganizations (IPNU IPPNU) 

Interest becomes something important when an in-

dividual makes a decision. In addition, interest also 

has an influence in determining the decisions that will 

be taken by an individual. If a person has a high inter-

est in an object or activity, then usually the individual 

will have a great curiosity and pay great attention to 

the object or activity of interest. On the other hand, if 

a person is not interested in an object or activity, the 

individual is less enthusiastic about the object or ac-

tivity. Shofwan, Aminatun, Handoyo, &Kariadi 

(2021) stated that a strong interest in learning will 

carry out actions that are carried out with persever-

ance, seriousness and sincerity, and do not give up 

easily. Vice versa, if the interest in learning is low, 

then the action will be carried out normally, careless-

ly, and without passion. 

This also applies to the youth of Geneng village to 

determine the decision to join IPNU IPPNU Ranting 

Geneng or not. The majority of geneng village youth 

have a low interest in IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng. 

This is evidenced by the presence of geneng village 

youth during routine and large events. programs can 

support youth interest and identity development and 

connect them with sources of social capital (Philp & 

Gill, 2020). That is, the program can support the inter-

est and development of youth identity and connect it 

with sources of social capital. During routine activi-

ties, namely routine collection (idharah) and routine 

learning, the youth of Geneng village were not so 

enthusiastic that when routine collection and learning 

were carried out routinely, the youth of Geneng vil-

lage were not present. Meanwhile, for major activities, 

namely MAKESTA (Member Loyalty Period) and 

IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng Birthday, they have 

different interests. The youths were less interested in 

MAKESTA activities. Meanwhile, during the IPNU 

IPPNU Ranting Geneng anniversary event, the inter-

est of geneng village youth began to grow, this was 

evidenced by the large number of Geneng village 

youths who attended and helped make the IPNU 

IPPNU Ranting Geneng anniversary event a success. 

Although it is important for the youth's participa-

tion in these activities to equip the youth for their 

daily lives. Participation is spontaneous engagement 

with awareness accompanied by responsibility for the 

interests of the group to achieve common goals (Yu-

wanto, 2019). 

 

The Impact of Industrialization on IPNU IPPNU 

Ranting Geneng 

There are two kinds of impacts caused by industri-

alization on IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng, namely 

social impacts and economic impacts. The social im-

pact in terms of intimacy and solidarity among IPNU 

IPPNU members Ranting Geneng is still a sense of 

family. This is evidenced by greeting each other and 

staying in touch when there is a regular group event. 

In addition, members who have worked and members 

who have not worked also continue to mingle with 

each other and continue to greet each other. while the 
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interest of members decreased, this is evidenced by 

the fact that before the member worked in one of the 

industries, the member was still active and so enthusi-

astic about the activities organized by IPNU IPPNU 

Ranting Geneng, both routine and major activities. 

This is certainly good for the sustainability of 

IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng, although its members 

have different backgrounds but can still join hands 

and work together. Each individual organization has a 

different character. This is because they have different 

backgrounds. Therefore, it is necessary for organiza-

tional culture to unite all the different characters of 

each individual so that they can work together to 

achieve predetermined organizational goals (Indajang 

et al., 2020). 

However, when members have worked in one of 

the industries, the interest and enthusiasm of members 

begins to decline. This is due to work factors that 

make members must be able to manage time well 

between work and organization. Democratization in 

IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng has not been carried 

out optimally. IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng, which 

was previously on hiatus and active again in 2018, 

only once held elections so it is not yet known about 

democratization. However, when there was a meeting 

and there were differences in the meeting, IPNU 

IPPNU members Ranting Geneng respected each oth-

er's opinions. Decision-making is taken by mutual 

agreement taking into account all possibilities that can 

occur. expressing opinions, freedom of group, free-

dom of participation, equality between citizens, trust 

and cooperation are aspects contained in democratic 

values (Aulawi & Srinawati, 2019). 

Meanwhile, in terms of primordialism in IPNU 

IPPNU Rating Geneng has not occurred. Between one 

member and another member has an attitude of toler-

ance so that for example when there are differences of 

opinion they respect each other and respect each oth-

er's opinions. In addition, members are also given the 

freedom to express their opinions because there is no 

silence for members during meetings or during activi-

ties. All members are welcome to share their ideas and 

opinions. The gap between ipnu IPPNU Ranting 

Geneng has not been felt because members who work 

with members who have not worked interact with 

each other and in IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng there 

is no group that can trigger internal conflicts. To know 

the existence of conflicts can actually be known from 

existing relationships, because abnormal relationships 

are generally symptoms of conflict (Lumintang, 

2015). So that this does not cause gaps between other 

members. The intensity of the members in routine 

activities is different. Between working members and 

non-working members who don't work harder who 

haven't worked. This is because members who have 

worked in one industry feel tired of working and not 

optimal in time management. However, if there is a 

major event, such as the anniversary of IPNU IPPNU 

Ranting Geneng, the majority of working members 

and unemployed members still take the time to attend 

and assist in the event. 

Even though IPPNU IPNU members Ranting 

Geneng were unable to attend an activity, they still 

provided news and sought permission from the chair-

man or committee of the activity. This is certainly 

good for IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng because there 

is still good communication between members. One of 

the factors that often become an obstacle in organiza-

tions is the lack of effective communication, so that 

work becomes slower and not smooth communication 

(Anggraini et al., 2019).   The presence of good com-

munication between individuals will indirectly have 

an impact on productivity, performance, achievement, 

trust, good emotional connection, sense of belonging 

to family relationships (Muslih, 2020). 

The presence of industry creates job opportunities 

that make many young people in Geneng village work 

in the industry. Likewise with the youth of Geneng 

village who are also members of IPNU IPPNU Rant-

ing Geneng, they also continue to work in one of these 

industries. The economic impact caused is the erratic 

condition of cash. This is because cash payments with 

a sincere system and no records so that members who 

want to pay are welcome and also not a problem if 

members do not pay cash. Cash finance will generally 

increase if there is a routine billing event (idharah) 

because in this event there is time for cash payments. 

The cash is used for the needs of IPNU IPPNU Rant-

ing Geneng, for example to be given to sick members 

or to members whose family members have passed 

away. 

 Members who have worked in one of the indus-

tries if there are routine activities or large activities 

provide assistance in the form of materials or assis-

tance in the form of consumption. This happened like 

during the regular gathering (idharah) and the anni-

versary event of Ipnu IPPNU Branch which was held 

yesterday. Meanwhile, the supply at IPNU IPPNU 

Ranting Geneng has not been maximized. This is be-

cause IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng focuses on im-

plementing work programs first and in order to be 

able to attract the interest of geneng village youth so 

that inventory problems can be followed up as the 

organization progresses. The relationship between 

IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng and industry. So far, 

IPNU IPPNU Geneng Branch has never invited or 

submitted proposals for cooperation with industry, 
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and vice versa, the industry has never invited IPNU 

IPPNU Ranting Geneng to cooperate. 

 

Factors Causing the Low Interest of Geneng Vil-

lage Youth towards IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng 

There are many factors that cause the interest of 

geneng village youth towards IPNU IPPNU Ranting 

Geneng. The publication factor is one of the factors 

that deserves attention because the publication pro-

vides information to the youth of Geneng village 

about the registration of new members and other in-

formation related to IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng. 

Until now, the publication has only been through 

online media, so it has not been maximized. Whereas 

as we know that in this era of globalization technolo-

gy is something that must be mastered in order to be 

able to utilize technology for information needs and 

other needs. Technology brings changes, especially in 

terms of easy access to information for the public, 

previously information tended to be obtained through 

print media which could only be read at certain times 

and at a certain cost, then information could be ob-

tained through electronic media such as radio and 

television but the information provided was limited 

(Kristyanto, 2020).  Pragmaticsview communication 

technology as a means to re-legitimize their authority, 

and enhance their personal charisma by using peda-

gogical styles that were not possible before (Cheong, 

2017). 

In addition to the publication factor, youth motiva-

tion is also a factor that influences youth in deciding 

to join IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng. Although the 

general motivation is related to the effort towards any 

goal, in the context of the organization, motivation 

focuses on the objectives of the organization in order 

to reflect the single interest of the employee in work-

related behavior (Cheong, 2014;  Sincerely, 2016) . 

There are many reasons that can motivate young peo-

ple in determining their motivation to join IPNU 

IPPNU Ranting Geneng. One of them is through ac-

tivities and work programs organized by IPNU 

IPPNU Ranting Geneng can make young people in-

terested in joining IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng. The 

factors that influence motivation are because humans 

or individuals who do/do something have needs or 

something to be achieved (Senjawati & Fakhruddin, 

2017).  Environmental factors in youth also affect 

youth. For example, fellow teenagers will certainly 

have an impact on adolescents. The current environ-

ment imposes such great limits on the organizations 

operating in it that they sometimes change their goals 

and strategies according to the environment (Baloch et 

al., 2021).  For example, if a youth associate joins 

IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng, it is likely that the 

youth will also join. On the other hand, if there are 

still many young associates who have not joined 

IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng, it is unlikely that the 

young man will join IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng. 

This work factor is also suspected to be a factor 

causing the low interest of geneng village youth to-

wards IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng. This is because 

work requires youth to be better able to manage be-

tween work and organizations so this is a separate 

consideration to join IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng. 

The existence of this schedule conflict requires in-

formants to prioritize one of them and often inform-

ants prioritize their activities in the world of lectures 

or work because they have greater responsibilities. 

Thus preventing informants from joining the organiza-

tion's activities (Zulkifli et al., 2019). 

Parental and family consent also affects adoles-

cents. Many parents are worried about their children if 

there is an IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng activity held 

at night. The formation of human beings in accord-

ance with social values is not only the responsibility 

of the school or teacher, but the role of the family is 

also very important because the family is the first 

educational institution for children (Oktaviyanti et al., 

2016;  Brien, 2020) . 

The cost factor has little effect on the youth of 

Geneng village. In addition to no registration fee, the 

youth of Geneng village also don't really care about 

the cost of joining IPNU IPPNU Ranting Geneng. 

Meanwhile, youth who understand the ins and outs of 

the organization are their own considerations in de-

termining the decision to join IPNU IPPNU Ranting 

Geneng or not. However, young people who are still 

in school have no difficulty joining IPNU IPPNU 

Ranting Geneng. 

CONCLUSION 

The impact of industrialization in this study, name-

ly social impact and economic impact. The social 

impact that began to be felt was that the intensity of 

activity of members who were already working in the 

industry decreased. In addition, the interest of mem-

bers has also decreased. Familiarity and cohesiveness 

are still intertwined with a sense of family. Mean-

while, the economic impact has not been fully felt, 

between the industry and IPNU IPPNU Ranting 

Geneng has no relationship with each other. In addi-

tion, members who have worked during activities or 

during meetings sometimes provide material assis-

tance. One of them is publications that are still not 

optimal, youth motivation is still low, and environ-

mental and social factors that affect youth. Other fac-

tors that lead to low interest in adolescents are occu-
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pational factors, family factors and educational fac-

tors. 
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